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Alumni Network

The truest worth of an Institute can only be gauged by the success of its alumni. On this front, our students have made us proud time and again. From top corporate executives to successful entrepreneurs, from leading researchers to renowned faculty, and leaders of Industry to leaders of the nation, our alumni have made truly remarkable achievements in a diverse range of elds. Our vast alumni network helps us in bringing a real-life perspective to students by interacting with them regularly through meets arranged by the Alumni association and coaching and mentoring students to prepare for real world challenges in industry and beyond.
Vedavyasa Group of Institutions imparts high quality education for population and health transformation through professional and application-based courses in a wide range of interdisciplinary areas of engineering, architecture and arts. The institute’s simultaneous engagement in teaching, research, field action and advocacy reflect our commitment to integrate theory with practice and social action. It is my great pleasure to introduce one of the oldest Institutes in the discipline of demography in the country, whose history goes way back to 2004. The Institute is able to successfully blend cutting edge research with teaching, with the help of a set of accomplished members of faculty having multidisciplinary background. The students are equipped in dealing with large datasets, use advanced quantitative techniques and learn how to interpret to results for better policy and programme interventions. They are also encouraged to use qualitative techniques for their dissertation for a comprehensive understanding of the society.

We are proud to be the hub of nationally important surveys such as GHRDC survey.

I warmly invite you to the campus to interact with our students who are not only enriched with required skills, knowledge, temperament and diverse field experience but have imbibed the values and morals of our institution. These will guide them to be valuable assets for your esteemed organizations where the work might range from minuscule to colossal, working in villages to becoming international citizens, working with people, working towards building a better environment, economy, education and a vast array of field while being humane.
Message from Director

Dr. Arun Korath
B.E, M.Tech, M.B.A, Ph.D

"It is our constant endeavour to ensure that all our alumni receive every kind of support both in terms of academics as well as research to encourage them in their overall career development."

Vedavyasa Institute of Technology stands tall on its promise of being dedicated to the nation. In this respect, we aim to provide the industry with the kind of employee pool that lends itself to the growth of the organization, and indeed, the nation itself. Vedavyasa Institute of Technology seeks to improve upon this goal every year, the latest developments being addition of micro-specializations and the international Summer and Winter Term, arrangements which ensure that our students learn beyond the boundaries of their own curricula, across disciplinary boundaries. What is also encouraging is the students’ participation in various technological and socio-cultural events in national, considering the importance of these experiences in shaping up their personalities as individuals.

The Institute provides multiple avenues for the students to learn inter and intra disciplinary subjects during their tenure at this temple of learning. Students of our Institute are being exposed in various courses which are academically acclaimed worldwide. Our students put their best efforts to learn beyond the boundaries. Nurturing the students towards holistic development, shaping their personalities and imbued them with all the qualities of a good, responsible and ethical citizen of this country is our primary goal. The strong commitment of providing quality manpower to the Industry which indirectly helps in the process of nation building attracts our coveted recruiters to visit our campus regularly. We value their partnership and confirming our untiring support to them. Moreover we are also welcoming all our new partners in the Institute and looking for a long healthy mutually beneficial relationship with them.

Vedavyasa Institute of Technology invites the recruiters to the Campus Recruitment Programme and give this batch of graduating students an opportunity to prove themselves and add value to the organizations they join. We wish this will be a positive experience for the recruiters and a step forward in improving upon past relations and building new ones.
Message from Principal

Dr. Sangheethaa S
B.E, M.E, Ph.D

Knowledge gives humility, from humility, one attains character; From character, one acquires wealth; from wealth, good deeds (righteousness) follow and then happiness

Our vision is to create future leaders who will manage and create powerful organizations in the emerging corporate landscape. The curricula of all our programmes are industry oriented based on best global practices. Academic rigour is reflected in the course design and delivery of these programmes. Various pedagogic tools help our students develop not only a holistic business perspective but an ability to seize opportunities in a competitive business environment. At the same time they remain committed towards the betterment of the society. We have highly acclaimed faculty members who bring forth right mix of industry-academic experience. They are actively involved in their pursuit of creating and disseminating knowledge through teaching, research and training. In their endeavor to develop innovative business strategies they offer consulting services in inter-disciplinary areas to leading organizations.

Our students will be torchbearers of your organization and of society, and I recommend them enthusiastically for your consideration. I, on behalf of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology, invite you to be a part of our placement process and recruit suitable candidates for your organization.
We extend a sincere and warm welcome to the Engineering aspirants to one of the top engineering colleges in Kerala to make use of our infrastructure as well as highly spiritual and academic atmosphere to become successful Engineers of tomorrow. Vedavyasa Institute of technology is a self-financing Engineering College established in the year 2004 and is under the Vedavyasa trust. It is situated between the borders of Calicut and Malapuram districts. Vedavyasa Institute of technology is one among the top engineering colleges in Kerala affiliated to APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University and approved by Government of Kerala and All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE).

**COURSES OFFERED**

- B.Tech Computer Science and Engineering
- B.Tech Civil Engineering
- B.Tech Mechanical Engineering
- B.Tech Electrical and Electronics Engineering
- B.Tech Electronics and Communication Engineering
- M.Tech Computer Science and Engineering
- M.Tech Structural Engineering
- M.Tech Power Electronics
- M.Tech Embedded Systems
OUR PRESENCE
THIS YEAR
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Vedavyasa Institute of Technology
B.Tech Placement Brochure 06
Placement Team ensures that every student gets trained towards the goal of achieving high level of competency skills required for today’s job market. The preparation starts from the day one the students joins the college. Every Student follows a specific and standard path designed by Placement Team. The course path is designed as per the feedback received by leading Companies.
Grooming up Process

Year I
Semester 1
- Orientation Courses
  - Orientation Program
  - Introduction to Engineering Courses
  - Communication Skills
  - English Skills (Oral and Written)
  - Body Language
  - Interview Skills
  - GD Skills
  - Public Speaking /Presentation Skills

Semester 2

Semester Break

Year II
Semester 3
Semester Break

Semester 4
- Leadership Skills
  - Goal Setting
  - Habit Formation
  - Planning and Execution
  - Team Building

Year III
Semester 5
Semester Break

Semester 6
- Leadership Skills
  - Time Management
  - Ethics and Morality
  - Decision Making
  - Critical Thinking

Semester 7
Semester Break

Year IV
Semester 8

- Certification Courses
  - Certification Courses
  - Certification Courses

Core 1
- Core 2

All the above Activities are conducted without affecting strong focus towards Academics
* Industry Related Trainings
** Refer Department Section for more details

Student Faces Interviews in On /Off Campus Drives
Vedavyasa Institute of Technology, over these years of experience in the field of Education has been successful in creating Graduates with perfect blend between academically strong and Corporate Ready Professionals. Vedavyasa Institute of Technology Creates Industry ready Engineers with unique synergy between Ethics, Values, Responsibility and Efficiency. Vedavyasa Institute of Technology ranks top among the Engineering Colleges in Kerala Based On Placement and Academics.
Placements 2019

MANEESH MOHAN
B.TECH ME
TEKTON, UTI

VARUN
UNNIKRISHNAN
B.TECH ME
TEKTON

ADARSH M P
B.TECH EEE
TEKTON

ATHIRA
B.TECH CE
ARCHITEVO

VYSHAKH
B.TECH ME
UTI

ASWANTH KUMAR
B.TECH ME
UTI

ARYA
B.TECH CE
ARCHITEVO

AJILAL
B.TECH CSE
MDBS, CALL IN IT SOLUTIONS

ROHITH K M
B.TECH CSE
MDBS, GSS

MUHAMMED SHANEEF
B.TECH ME
GSS

AKSHAY
B.TECH EEE
GSS

MUHAMMED RAOOF
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

PRASANTH KUMAR
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

BHAVYA
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

POOJA
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

ABHILASH
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

NIJEESH KRISHNAN
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

MUHAMMED MUNAVIR
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

SREEKANTH
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

MUHAMMED RABEEH
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

NEHA V NAIR
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

SHAJISHNA
JIO DIGITAL LIFE

RUSHDA
B.TECH CSE
CALL IN IT SOLUTIONS

ATHUL KRISHNA
B.TECH CSE
CALL IN IT SOLUTIONS
Collaborations and Mou's

**Techaxis academy:** An MoU is signed between Techaxis academy and Vedavyasa institute of technology for training the students in soft skills and making them eligible for placements. In campus training will be conducted and they bring companies to our campus for placements.

**CADD Center:** Our college has signed Memorandum of Understanding with CADD center for training and placement of final year students of civil, Mechanical and Electrical students. Through this MoU in campus training on related software will be given to students to excel in latest technologies. The MoU also allows our students to get placement on successful completion of the course. 2019 passout students are also placed in various core companies by this MoU.

**NPTEL:** NPTEL is the largest repository of online courses in Engineering, Science & Humanities from India's best Institutes. Students can experience class room like learning from the experts. Vedavyasa Institute of Technology provides facility for watching Classes. The students of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology can access all the courses of NPTEL even without an Internet connection.

**DH Academy:** They offers a variety of high-quality courses designed to prepare Civil Engineering students for next step. They offer developmental support in academics and self-improvement. The team DH academy works in Leadership positions in a wide range of construction industries that has delivered mega projects, both in India and Overseas.

**Career prime recruitment:** We have signed an MoU with caeerprime recruitment and placement company for bringing companies on campus, especially for our own students. They brought software companies for vvit students and many got placed.

**BIMLABS:** It stands for Building Information Modeling where they offer the aspiring professionals, a platform to the insight and tools to efficiently planning, designing, constructing and managing buildings and infrastructure. By providing it through worlds most accepted technology, they make sure to impart knowledge in the most updated form. The MoU enables VVIT students to learn the State of Art technologies of the industry.

**Keltron:** Keltron Knowledge Centres are 'Centres of Excellence' in Information Technology created with the specific intention of bridging the huge gap between Academic Institutions and the Industry. These Centres churn out batches of 'industry-ready' professionals every year who are prepped up to take on jobs the moment they are inducted. VVIT is a "Falicitation Support Partner" of KELTRON and "Training Partner" of NSDC-National Skills Development Center.

**Lycaæum:** It is a training institute for software development, lead by NIT calicut passout Students. This provides a software for students to practice mock interviews and aptitude test.
Professional Bodies

Indian Concrete Institute
Institute of Engineers
Indian Society for Technical Education
Computer Society of India

WEBINARS

UltraTech Cement
Cochin Shipyard Limited
Dalmia cement
GEO STRUCTURALS PVT. LTD.
CADD Centre
IBM
Wipro
CODA
Federation University
IIBIT

WORKSHOPS

NITI
NPTEL
ARIEL
Wattlecop
Softtronics
ATAL
EnSav Club
Security And Hacking Conference
Our College Activities

AEECE: In an era where continuous strides are being made in the fields of science and technology, it is essential to take a step back and marvel at how far we've come and more importantly how much further we are yet to go. AEECE offers you the chance to come and contemplate about the real questions and to witness the zenith in technology.

TAKSHAN: The world saw Takshan for the first time in 2019. Our fest was born with one goal in mind: to create and sustain a society of inquisitive minds, who learn and innovate by interacting with each other and industries. For the very same reason, we organize a host of memorable events that keep getting better.

YANDRIK: Yandrik is the annual technical festival of Mechanical Engineering Department of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology. Yantra will keep you engrossed in a plethora of professional shows, competitions, lectures and workshops that have a lot to offer to everybody.

NSS: Vedavyasa Institute of Technology NSS unit is affiliated to department of Technical Education. The motto or watchword of the National Service Scheme is 'NOT ME BUT YOU'. This reflects the essence of democratic living and upholds the need for selfless service and appreciation of the other person's point of view and also to show consideration for fellow human beings.

EXYNOS: Exynos is a Technical Fest conducted by Computer Science and Engineering Department of Vedavyasa Institute of Technology. Every once in a while, a new technology, an old problem, and a big idea turn into an innovation. Take the visions which come from dreams and apply the magic of science and mathematics, adding the heritage of profession and knowledge of nature's materials to create a design.

NAADHAM: Vedavyasa Institute of Technology is actively engaged in providing the students with an extensive range of cultural and co-curricular activities. Keeping in line with this commitment our college organizes Annual Cultural Fest Nadam. It is the much awaited events with multiple events in dance, music, fashion, drama, literary and various other cultural fields and offers a plethora of opportunities to the students to showcase their talent.
Internships
Alumni Testimonials

“Any situation, any challenge - a VVITian can handle it. VVIT, its magic.”

“It was some great times and some great moments. I'm proud to be a WIT alumni. If it wasn't for my time there, there's no way I'd be excelling at Fox and acting.”

“My four years in Electronics Department were one of my best experiences I ever had. It gave me exposure to various extra-curricular activities along with great academics. It provided all the facilities and encouragement needed to attain high in life. Looking back, I can see my department was extremely important and a stepping stone in my career. It allowed me to develop my interpersonal skills, which are extremely important in any field of work.”

Suman R of 2012 batch is Founder & CEO at Furious Fox and Business Development Specialist at Destiny Business Solutions Limited.

Sumanth Krishnan of 2008 batch is AGL Engineer at Honeywell Middle East - Abu Dhabi and Electrical Engineer at Red Skyline Electromechanical LLC.

Ramith Tk of 2008 batch is Associate Consultant at HCL Technologies Ltd Chennai.

Ajith KP of 2010 batch is Senior software engineer at Finastra.

Arun Kumar PP of 2008 batch works at Framus & Warwick.

Sreetha K of 2012 batch is Consultant Developer Analytics at Ericson Sweden.

Sajina K of 2008 batch works at Akamai Technologies.

Siddharth K of 2012 batch is Senior Software Developer at IBS Software Services.
VEDAVYASA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Approved by Govt. of Kerala, AICTE New Delhi and affiliated to APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University
Karad Paramba
16 Kms from Calicut Railway Station, Near Ramanattukara, Malappuram District, PIN 673632 Kerala, India
Ph: 04832832157, +91 9447004165, +91 9567593304, +91 9747552961
www.vedavyasa.org/vvit